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Why are we here?

We were part of a study in R.I.
It did not make sense
The data was not pertinent
There was no format for Planners 

and First Responders to utilize 
information



It became a “plan on the shelf”

A plan not tested is not a plan. It is a theory

Place Plans here



BREAKING NEWS!!!!!!
 Every facility maintaining a hazardous material 

inventory will be providing:
Site Data
 Inventory Amounts and storage Locations
Site Plans, SDS, Plans, and/or additional data 

requested by first responders
24-Hour Phone Numbers
Routes from the nearest interstate to a facility.
Updating records annually or as needed



Current CAMEO Suite: You will need:

Cameo Chemicals:         500 MG

Tier2 Submit 2021:            178 MG

CAMEODM:                      180 MG

MARPLOT:                         510 MG

ALOHA:                               17 MG

Total Program Space for 
installation: 1.4 Gig



Open CAMEOdm



Perform a search to filter results based upon: 
State, County, EHS, & Report Year



Export the resulting dataset to the 
desktop



Locate the file and “double-click” 
on it to show internal files



Find the file: Chemical in inventory.csv file 

Column B: This is the Facility Identifier



Find the file: Facility.csv file 

Column A: This is the Facility Identifier



Place files: side-by-side: Note: ID Numbers



In a separate spreadsheet, add 
facility names to match chemicals



Expand the list and match facility names to 
the proper ID number



Note: We must perform the following:

Create a new spreadsheet
Copy/paste facility, Facility ID, 

Chemical names, & Directions 
columns into new spreadsheet

Manipulate the datasheet to match 
facility with its appropriate inventory 
and directions



Resulting list

Facility

Its chemical inventory

Directions for each 
chemical to facility



Remove appropriate columns that are no 
longer needed

Resulting spreadsheet contains facility, chemical, & travel from the nearest 
interstate



MYSTIC REPC: Database Issues

 Transportation Routes labeled as ”N/A”
Supplier Information not complete:

Phone number listed as:
999-999-9999



Transpose information into GIS
 Utilizing shapefiles in MARPLOT:

 Create a Group for each facility
Option 1: Create a layer for each chemical for that facility and 

trace its direction of travel
 This will allow for envelopes to be generated for hazard analysis

Option 2: Create 1 layer for every facility with a common direction 
of travel & trace it
 Information for every chemical would be populated in the 

popup box menu for the assigned  facility
Chemical with the largest daytime & nighttime hazard 

zones based upon the latest version of the Emergency 
Response Guidebook



MARPLOT: Display Manager



Utilizing Google Earth for accurate 
route placement

 Determine the location for the route from the 
chemical-in-inventory record

 Open “Google Earth” and find the facility.
 From “Google Earth”, determine directions from the 

nearest Interstate or highway to the facility. Match it 
up with the route directions from Chemical 
inventory record.



Utilizing Google Earth for accurate 
route placement

Most direct 
route to 
facility



Utilizing Google Earth for accurate 
route placement

 From the Display Menu, select, copy 
the current search results to My 
Places. 

 It will appear in the “Places” display 
option below



Utilizing Google Earth for accurate 
route placement

 Right click on the route in the “Places” display menu and select 
“save place as” a .kmz file on your desktop.



Utilizing Google Earth for accurate 
route placement

 Open Marplot and import the newly created 
.kmz file into a folder of your choosing.

 Optional: You may want to link specific routes to 
a chemical-in-inventory record to reflect hazard 
zones, as written in the ERG.



Kettle Cuisine: Route Record



Kettle Cuisine: Route Chem-In-Inventory



Kettle Cuisine: Scenario



Kettle Cuisine: MARPLOT



Kettle Cuisine: MARPLOT



Kettle Cuisine: MARPLOT: ERG Value



Kettle Cuisine: MARPLOT: ERG Value

EPZ



Kettle Cuisine: MARPLOT: ERG Value



Kettle Cuisine: MARPLOT: ERG Value



Final Plan
 Build a template for a commodity pre-incident plan for the given 

jurisdiction
 Include the overall statistics for the jurisdiction and reported chemicals
 Include a percentage breakdown of known chemicals to facilities
 Include spreadsheet for every facility and EHS inventories
 Include screenshots from MARPLOT
 Demonstrate associated Emergency Planning Zones
 Include demographics based upon current Population and Housing 

Census
 Provide drafts to jurisdictions for review and input 
 Generate CAMEOdm & MARPLOT databases for every jurisdiction
 In addition:

 More Training
 Service Stations



Did you know?

CAMEODM can be utilized for: 
Resource Typing
Inventory Maintenance
Identifying routes other than HAZMAT
Training & Maintenance Records



Agency Examples:
 St Charles, Parish, LA: Hurricane Katrina
 Tammany Parish, LA: ISO Reduction
 New Bedford, MA: THIRA Development
 Bayer (Monsanto Chemical Co): EPZ and CEM Plan 

Development
 Pomona Emergency Intake Center, CA
 Winchester, KY USAR: SAR 
 St. Croix, Virgin Islands: Preplanning & Training Record 

Maintenance
 West Warwick, RI: Arson Investigation w/ arrest
 Exeter, RI: Super storm Sandy: Damage Assessment
 Wyoming, RI: Washington County Fair: Situational Awareness
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